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The Three Pillars of Health 
 
Physical, Bio-chemical, and Emotional-mental components make up the entire human 
spectrum of health.  All three of these pillars should be addressed when healing and 
optimizing the entire human system.  These three aspects of functional human health affect 
each other, so only addressing one pillar may not allow for full recovery or for full optimization 
of the body and mind.  Stress in either aspect can adversely affect the other two aspects.  
Every stressful event we experience involves all three of these areas of health to varying 
degrees.  Thoughts and decisions are driven by our emotions so addressing this third area of 
health is important in conjunction with the other two pillars of human health. 
 
Physical 
 
The Physical Pillar is everything about the structure of the body, from nerves to tissues to 
muscles to organs to the entire skeleton, and from each individual cell to the overall structure 
of the human body as a whole.  Stress and injuries to the physical, such as trauma, muscle 
tension, spinal misalignment, nerve damage, bone breaks, and wounds trigger chemical 
reactions throughout the body and put varying degrees of stress on the mind. 
 
Bio-Chemical 
 
The Bio-Chemical Pillar references everything on a molecular and atomic level that is 
necessary for the body to operate properly.  This includes electricity, pH-balances, necessary 
chemicals, minerals, vitamins, water ratios, fluids, and how the body reacts to these elements 
or to the lack of these elements.  For example, if you are not getting enough calcium in your 



diet, your body will take what it needs from your bones, thus weakening the physical structure.  
Calcium is also important for the nervous system and proper brain-mind functioning. 
 
Emotional-Mental 
 
The Emotion Interrupt Technique (EIT) presented here deals with the Emotional-Mental Pillar 
of human health.  Thoughts and emotions directly affect the physical and the bio-chemical, so 
addressing this third pillar can greatly enhance the healing process and also help balance the 
entire system. Brain-nerve functions and thoughts are electrical and chemical events.  Mental 
stress and negative emotions trigger chemical changes in the body while depleting other 
nutrients and increasing toxins in the blood, fluids, and tissues.  All this can cause physical 
tension and the accumulation and repetition over time will actually shorten your life. 
 
The EIT engages nerve stimuli and thoughts in a unique way, helping to bring the electrical 
nervous system and mind to smooth, free-flowing states.  A relaxed and smoothly functioning 
mind translates to a more comfortable body and balanced bio-chemical states. 
 



Imagine This 
 
Think of this EIT procedure as if it is a computer game and your mind is the computer.  Think 
of each step as a mini-movie or mini scene-scenario within the computer game where the 
steps are a series of search-and-destroy (or neutralization) missions or mind exercises.  The 
concepts presented as steps or scenarios are metaphorical tools that your mind can use as a 
reference and a way to engage your imagination and possibly interrupt emotional looping and 
spikes permanently.   
 
This technique is purely hypothetical and experimental.  No clinical trials for the EIT have been 
performed although similar techniques have been tested and documented, such as the 
Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT).  There is information on the Internet about the EFT 
which has basic similarities to the EIT. 
 
The steps in this writing are general scenarios and not specific scenarios.  Specific issues 
such as phobias are unique for each individual and the EIT requires simply knowing that there 
is an original event in each case, no matter how far back in time that original event took place.  
Understand that a specific issue has an original event associated to it, and do the hand 
positioning and movements described in this document.  If you have questions, contact me via 
the links above for more information on specific-scenario interrupts or special cases that might 
need a different approach.  Do you have a fear of flying or of relationships or maybe you have 
self-esteem issues or unexplainable illnesses or symptoms?  How about addictions?  The EIT 
shows promise in all these and many other areas.  I have witnessed some remarkable results 
working the EIT on specific issues with people. 



Success Rate 
 
Preliminary tests indicate a high rate of success with absolutely no adverse affects to 
participants.  By doing this technique, you understand that it is experimental and you take full 
responsibility for how you use the method and how you interpret the results you receive.  If 
you are under a doctor’s care, you should consult with them about this EIT before trying it so 
they know you’re experimenting with these new mind exercises. 
 
Physical sensations can occur while doing these steps and specific-scenario interrupts, but 
the sensations typically pass quickly.  Fatigue, dizziness, internal movements, vibrations, 
slight pains, warmth, cold chills, the need to sigh or cry, and other sensation may accompany 
the performed method.  Definitely pause your hand movements over areas where you feel 
sensations.  The double-pass method described is enough to fully interrupt each scenario, but 
feel free to repeat a step-clearing if you lose concentration on the word of the step or if you 
stop moving your body. 
 
 
Scenarios 
 
My hypothesis is that these scenarios have entered almost everyone’s mind at some point in 
one’s life and possibly even earlier.  Sources for stored scenarios can occur from any stimulus 
such as interactions with other people, TV shows, movies, books, advertisements, 
imagination, dreams, and any other method you can think of that can stimulate the mind. 
 



Most people have a general understanding of the definition of the step words presented.  A 
once-heard or read or deduced definition is probably accessible subconsciously, so don’t be 
too concerned about knowing the full definition of the scenario step-words.  Feel free to look 
up any or all words if you want, but understand that in the context of this mind-computer 
game, each interrupt handles all possible definitions and uses of the words completely. 
 
I recommend keeping an open mind about the suggestions and simply try the technique for 
your own experimental purposes.  If you desire to share your experiences from using this 
technique, feel free to contact me at the above links. 
 
Remember, this is just a concept and it needs thorough scientific research via clinical trials in 
controlled situations in order to prove its validity and effectiveness at being a viable technique.  
All input is welcome! 
 
 
Acupuncture 
 
The basis of this technique comes from theories of acupuncture medicine.  The human body is 
controlled and connected by an electrical nervous system which can be stimulated along 
meridian points on and in the skin.  Nerve endings from our organs have terminating points on 
the palms of our hands, on the bottoms of our feet, and along particular points on the front and 
back of the body.  These electrical terminating points can be considered the interface to the 
human nervous system and to some extent even to the human mind.  It has been clinically  
demonstrated that acupuncture and even acupressure can cause physiological responses that 
heal the body.  Smooth electrical flow is the goal. 



Neuro-Emotional Technique (NET) 
 
The Emotion Interrupt Technique is my adaptation of a technique I learned called Neuro-
emotional Technique or NET.  The NET is based on a several-thousand year-old technique 
practiced in ancient China.  In short, the technique requires first finding an original event 
involving emotional trauma for the client.  Then, while the client places a palm on the forehead 
and fingers of the other hand or parts of the hand on specific acupuncture-points on the front 
of the body, the practitioner taps the client’s spine while the client thinks of the original event.  
The premise is that tapping particular vertebra junctions while the client is making an electrical 
connection on the front of the body helps correct the electrical flow to the whole circuit for 
each specific scenario.  Phobias and other emotional traumas that can cause outbursts, 
spikes, and looping (repetitions) of emotions from memories can be neutralized to the point 
where the memory recall does not trigger those emotional spikes and looping. 
 
The NET requires knowledge of which vertebra junctions pass the nerves to which organs, 
and based on the ancient Chinese technique, which organs/areas relate to which 
emotions/concepts. 
 



Organs/Areas and Emotions/Concepts 
 
Although our minds generate emotions and concepts, there is evidence that certain organs 
can show symptoms related to emotions.  As many of us have experienced, losing a love can 
manifest pains in the heart and there is scientific evidence to support this theory. 
 
Regardless of your beliefs and schooling, use the following list of emotion-to-organ-area 
associations as a metaphorical guide for the computer game in your mind.  Simply imagine 
that these associations are part of the parameters or rules of the game. 
 

 Crown – Connection to the Universe 
 Pituitary-Pineal – Intuition 
 Throat – Confusion 
 Heart – Love, Relationships 
 Lungs – Grief 
 Stomach – Disgust 
 Gallbladder – Galled 
 Liver – Anger 
 Pancreas-Spleen – Self-Esteem 
 Large Intestine – Beliefs 
 Small Intestine – Assimilation 
 Kidneys – Fear 
 Bladder – Pissed 
 Sex Organs – Intimacy 



My Hypothesis 
 
My adapted EIT allows a person to accomplish at least the same thing as the NET and EFT 
without the need of a practitioner to tap on the spine, nor the need to memorize the above list 
or the meridian points on the front of the body. 
 
My hypothesis is that vibrations such as tapping the spine can be accomplished by simply 
moving your body while standing, sitting, or laying down.  Movement of the body causes 
vibrations along the entire spine.  Moving your hands across your body is enough to cause 
vibrations along the spine but feel free to add body motions as you do the technique. 
 
The hand placements described below (palm on top of other hand) completes a full-interface 
circuit, while the movements over the front of the body cover all possible meridian points.  
Switching the hands for a second pass over the body completes interrupts for both sides of 
the brain-mind system. 
 
Interrupts vs. Clearings 
 
Since the actual mechanism is unknown, imagine that this technique is removing or clearing 
out the disruptions to your electrical flow throughout your nervous system.  At the very least, 
this technique seems to interrupt memory looping and emotional spiking, and it might even 
permanently remove the underlying mechanism that causes the endless looping and 
emotional peaks.  Even if this is all just the placebo affect, so far it has dramatically affected 
the lives of everyone that I have worked with directly.  Come to your own conclusions about it 
all and hopefully you will be open-minded enough to try a possible leading-edge technique. 



Body Movement: 
 
Either standing, sitting or laying on your back, slightly twist your body or rock your hips and/or 
shoulders back and forth so that you get movement all along your entire spine.  Keep your 
body moving like this the entire time you are moving your hands as described next. 
 
Hand Placement 1st Pass: 
 
The main idea is to trace over your entire front of your body while doing the body movement 
as described above.  Start with your left palm on top of your head.  Place your right hand on 
top of your left hand.  Keeping your hands together, move to your forehead, then to your 
throat, then to the top of your chest.  Move your hand-combo directly across to the left side 
and then all the way over to the right side.  Drop your hand down a hand-width and continue to 
zigzag crisscross your hand-combo back and forth across your body all the way down to your 
pubic bone.  Then, do the same crisscrossing pattern back up to your neck, move up your 
throat, then to your forehead and back to the top of your head. 
 
Hand Placement 2nd Pass: 
 
Switch so that your right palm is now on top of your head and your left palm is now on top of 
your right hand.  Move your hands combined like this along the same path as described above 
- to your forehead, throat, chest, zigzag from left to right all the way down to your pubic bone 
and then zigzag all the way back up to the top of your head. 
 



For each step listed below, you will be repeating the word or words while doing the body 
movements and moving your combined hands over the front of your body as described above.  
It is not necessary to know the meaning of particular words, but feel free to check a dictionary 
if you want to know what a word means.  I have added brief descriptions to help you imagine 
the scenario (mini-movie).   
 
Simply say the step words over and over as you do the two hand placement passes.  Know in 
your mind that you are clearing out of your system EVERYTHING about each step, including 
when applicable, all aspects of you doing and having done to you, and everything that is 
associated to the meaning of each word, including all definitions and uses. 
 
Your Shield: 
 
Imagine that you have a personal energy shield that you control.  Every time you clear a step, 
know that your personal shield is automatically updated to forever protect you from the type of 
invasion or situation. 
 



By repeating the step name over and over while moving your body and hands as described 
above, in your best interest and benefit only, CLEAR ALL: 
 
001. DEVICES - Your entire system is infested with devices of all sizes and types.  Clear out 
ALL Devices.  Know that all devices are being ejected from your system and destroyed. 
 
Your shield automatically updates to prevent this type of compromising invasion. 
 
002. PARTNERS - Imagine parts of you have been drawn off of you into almost separate 
selves where each one is connected to you by a thread.   
 
Clear ALL Partners by seeing these parts of you being absorbed back into you and everything 
keeping them drawn off is neutralized and destroyed. 
 
You are a whole person now. Any destructive urges or cravings will diminish and neutralize. 
Your conscious mind is in control now and you can easily choose what is in your best interest 
and benefit. Your whole self will become stronger, more confident, and your unique creative 
nature will flourish.  Your shield updates to prevent this type of partners situation from ever 
happening again. 
 
003. PLANT-MASS -- PLANTS, FUNGUS, MOLDS, BACTERIAS - Your entire system is 
overrun with all forms and types of vegetation from the microscopic to the large.  Picture all 
this dissolving into nothing and completely disappearing by clearing ALL Plant-mass. 
 
Your entire system structure is rebuilt, repaired and strengthened. 



 
You are now stronger and able to move freely. Any sensations of being restricted, tripped up 
or overgrown are replaced with feelings of absolute freedom! 
 
004. BIO-MASS -- ALIENS, HUMANS, ANIMALS, CELLULARS, VIRUSES - Your entire 
system is crowded with all forms and types of biological forms from the microscopic to the 
large.  Picture ALL this Bio-mass dissolving into nothing and completely disappearing. 
 
Know that you are even stronger now after clearing all that foreign bio-matter. All the strange 
sensations and urges associated to that scenario are gone. Your mind is clearer and your 
body is healthier. 
 
005. BODIES - We have a biological body, and maybe we have other types of bodies, such as 
spiritual and dream bodies.  Regardless of your beliefs, clear out ALL Bodies.  Imagine that in 
your best interest and benefit, all false bodies are ejected from your system and your true 
body/bodies are purified and healed. 
 
As with every step, your shield automatically updates to protect you in your best interest and 
benefit ONLY! 
 
006. NOURISHMENTS, TOXINS, MINERALS - False nourishment and minerals flood your 
system along with toxins.  Clear out ALL Nourishment, Toxins, and Minerals and clean up ALL 
real nourishments and minerals. 
 
Your cleared system will always be healthy and strong. 



 
007. PATTERNS, HABITS, PATHWAYS - Imagine that non-supportive patterns, habits and 
pathways are set up in your system, and beneficial patterns, habits, and pathways have been 
corrupted and blocked.  Clear ALL Patterns, Habits, and Pathways.  
 
We are creatures of habit, so the old outmoded ways of thinking and behaving are gone. It is 
time to adopt habits that support your goals and happiness in your best interest and benefit. 
 
008. OBSESSIONS AND ADDICTIONS - Even if you think that you don't have addictions or 
obsessions, it really is better to clear these concepts in ALL ways.  Clear ALL Obsessions and 
Addictions completely. 
 
009. ILLNESSES, DISEASES, DEATHS - Our systems retain the memories and affects of 
illnesses, diseases and even death scenarios. Clear ALL Illnesses, ALL Diseases, and ALL 
Deaths. 
 
You are healthy, strong, and you live a long life, fully functional and youthful. 
 
010. LATENT EMOTIONS - These emotions have settled into your mind system yet they have 
not hard-wired into your mind and body system. If triggered, these memory-emotions can be 
hard-wired, so take care of ALL unattached or latent Emotions in this clearing. 
 
Clear ALL Latent Emotions. 
 
New emotions will always be normal and supportive to your system. 



 
011. CONCEPTS/BELIEFS - Although everything we experience, whether as pure thoughts or 
interactions with our environment are all concepts, this general clearing will take care of stored 
concepts and beliefs that have not hard-wired into your system. 
 
Clear ALL Concepts and ALL related Beliefs. 
 
You can now acquire positive concepts and beliefs that support you. 
 
012. DIMENSIONS - Currently you have all types of false and foreign dimensions such as 
splits, multiples, inside, outside, up, down, left, right, front, back, forward, backward, time, 
space, movement, seen, unseen, real, unreal, sub-dimensions, and many other types. 
 
Know that this clearing removes ALL Dimensions and any form associated to dimensions. ALL 
Dimensions and aspects are removed and completely annihilated. Clear ALL Dimensions. 
 
You will be in the here and now, and you will be able to move through your thoughts and 
environment with ease. 
 
013. CAPS, LIMITATIONS, RESRICTIONS - False Caps, Limitations, and Restrictions were 
placed upon and within your system. 
 
Remove ALL Caps, Limitations, Restrictions, Ceilings, Boundaries, and annihilate them ALL. 
Clear ALL Caps, Limitations, and Restrictions. 
 



You are now limitless and free! You will feel comfortable expanding your awareness of new 
and strange things. 
 
Your freedoms and your ability to expand and grow will increase. 
 
014. TIMINGS, CYCLES, LOOPS - Your timing may feel out of sync and all of your cycles 
may have been thrown off causing misfirings, bad timings, and repetitive loops. 
 
Clear ALL Timings, ALL Cycles, and ALL Loops. 
 
Now your timing will be perfectly executed and to your best interest and benefit. All cycles are 
returned to normal, and all dysfunctional loops are blocked. 
 
015. THEFTS, DEPLETIONS, LOSSES - Here are other concepts that have further reaching 
ramifications other than pure concepts. As most of us have experienced, these situations can 
be very real and can leave an impression in your mind. Even though you may not be able to 
restore tangible items to your possession, you can clear out the negative scenarios associated 
to the losses, thefts and depletions. 
 
Clear ALL Thefts, ALL Depletions, and ALL Losses while clearing and restoring anything 
taken, depleted, or lost from your system. 
 
You are completely restored, cleansed, and positively re-situated within your entire system. All 
that is rightfully yours is returned cleaned and cleared. 
 



Your system is 100% secure and fully optimized. 
 
016. ENERGIES - Energies of all types have invaded your system and have  
compromised and negated your own personal energies. These foreign energies disrupt and 
cause overloads throughout your entire system. 
 
Clear ALL External types of Energies out from your system and clean up ALL of your personal 
energies. 
 
Your personal energies are returned to their natural state, completely cleared and available for 
your use. 
 
Your personal shield - this metaphorical tool of protection can now be completely removed 
and instantly replaced with an upgraded and updated personal shield. This new shield is able 
to eject some things from your system, so go ahead and simply imagine that your new shield 
has done that -- updated to protect your energies. 
 
017. ENERGY FLOWS, LEVELS, OBSTRUCTIONS - Imagine that energy is flowing in 
dysfunctional directions, depleted to low and even non-existent levels, and that it is being 
blocked from reaching vital areas. 
 
Clear ALL Energy Flows, ALL Levels, and ALL Energy Obstructions within your system. 
 
Your energies will now flow normally and freely within your system. All levels will return to 
optimum levels. 



 
018. CONNECTIONS, DISCONNECTIONS - States of disconnection and dysfunctional 
connections were made throughout your system, not only internally, but to and from the 
external as well. 
 
Clear ALL Connections and Disconnections within your system, and ALL Connections-
Disconnections from and to your system. 
 
019. LEAKS, CONTAINMENTS - Massive and small leaks and erroneous containments 
plague your system internally, internal to external, and external to internal. 
 
Clear ALL Leaks from and into your system while also clearing ALL Containments.  
 
020. VIOLENCES, AGGRESSIONS, HATES - Stored scenarios of violence, aggression, and 
hate against your system and violence, aggression and hate directed outward from your 
system replay themselves continually. 
 
Clear ALL Violences, ALL Aggressions, and ALL Hates directed at your system and clear ALL 
Violences, Aggressions, and Hates emanating from your system. Clear ALL Violences-
Aggressions-Hates. 
 
You can now neutralize any violent tendencies, subdue aggressive behaviors, and easily 
release hate. 
 



021. ABDUCTIONS, ENSLAVEMENTS, INCARCERATIONS - We all know what these 
scenarios are in reality, and we have all set up these in our minds in relation to ourselves. 
 
Clear ALL Abductions, Enslavements, and Incarcerations. 
 
You are always free and always safe. 
 
022. EXTERNAL/PROXIMITY VIBRATIONS - External vibrations are being directed 
specifically at you. These vibrations are attempting to cause harmonic vibrations within your 
system. This along with the next scenario to clear is why we feel drained after dealing with 
people that are stressed, negative or who have parasitic personalities.  
 
Clear ALL External/Proximity Vibrations. 
 
023. INTERNAL VIBRATIONS, HARMONIC ESSENCES - These internal vibrations were 
originally triggered from external sources, but they have remained bouncing around inside this 
whole time. It is our conscious choice to help people, and yet some of us can feel physically, 
emotionally, and mentally drained for hours, days, or even weeks later after dealing with 
stressed people. It is similar to how a vibrating tuning fork will cause another harmonically 
matched tuning fork to start vibrating. To what level you empathize with the stressed person 
determines how long you can feel drained.  
 
Clear ALL internal vibrations out while clearing your Harmonic Essences. 
 



024. REMOTE ACCESSES - External influences have gained access to your system remotely 
while other scenarios have remote access to things outside your system. No matter how 
things have been set up to influence and gain access to you or from you, this clearing will 
cease all remote access to and from your system. 
 
Clear ALL remote accesses to and from your system. 
 
025. HOOKS INTO OTHERS AND HOOKS INTO YOU - Imagine that your system has lines 
connected to it that are hooked into other people and things, and from other things and people 
into you. 
 
Remove and annihilate ALL the connections, lines and hooks going out from your system, and 
annihilate ALL hooks into you. 
 
026. THE SNAKE - This foreign thing, for lack of a better word, since it does not fall under any 
other category, is long and it corkscrews around your spine. Its head can be positioned in your 
brain and its tail-end can twist all the way down to your tailbone, or its head can be positioned 
at your tailbone with its tail-end all the way up to your brain. 
 
Clear this thing by removing it and annihilating it completely. 
 
027. BEINGS - There are intelligent-being scenarios that have invaded your system and who 
are up to no good. It is now time to kick out and annihilate ALL Beings completely. Be assured 
that it is completely okay to annihilate these scenarios. 
 



Clear out and annihilate ALL Beings. 
 
028. STRUCTURES - These are latent mind constructs left over from all the previous 
clearings and any clearings in the future. These structures are like the old framings of 
buildings that are ghosted within your mind and body system. 
 
Clear ALL Structures. 
 
Your system will now only create within itself structures that are to your best interest and 
benefit only. 
 
029. CONTROLS, AUTHORITIES, SELF-AUTHORITY - At various times you have given up 
control, reduced your self-authority, and relied on external authority to take over control of you 
and your life. 
 
Clear ALL Controls. Clear ALL Authorities and Clear ALL Self-Authority. 
 
You are now cleared of all control and all authority over you while awakening and cleaning out 
your own self-authority. You take full responsibility for your life and your own decisions. You 
are in control of your entire self. You can make your own decisions, learn from your mistakes, 
and take appropriate actions to continue to your goals, passions and dreams. You are in 
charge of your life. 
 



030. LOVES, RELATIONSHIPS - Love is another human created concept that has more 
going on with it than just a simple emotion. Action and choices can be the result of love, as 
well as love being a multi-faceted aspect to any relationship. 
 
False loves and dysfunctional relationship scenarios will override and cause issues with 
existing loves and relationships. 
 
Clear ALL Loves and ALL Relationships of all kinds. 
 
031. MOTIVATIONS - This one should actually be the first clearing since some people may try 
the first one or few and then lose motivation to finish the remaining steps. 
 
Clear ALL Motivations. 
 
Now, inspire yourself to do things and to get things done! Get the ball rolling. It's easier to 
keep something in motion than it is to get it going. 
 
032. SEX - Similar to love in that Sex encompasses much more than an act or emotion, it 
ranges from procreation to intimacy and has associated to it more than just a biological 
function. Imagine all the junk scenarios we've accumulated regarding sex! 
 
Clear ALL Sex and ALL aspects of Sex. 
 
Now you can adopt healthy sex that is fulfilling in all ways positive! Celebrate your sexuality 
and evolve your intimacy. 



 
033. COMMUNICATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS - Communications to and from your system 
were altered, blocked, and compromised causing interpretation of data to be altered. 
 
Clear ALL Communications emanating from you and clear ALL Communications directed at 
you. Clear ALL Interpretations. 
 
Communications will happen smoothly and your ability to correctly interpret will increase. 
 
034. MEMORIES - We of course have our usual or typical memories, but the way we access 
those memories and the memories themselves can be altered or hidden via corruptions with 
that entire system. 
 
Clear ALL Memories. 
 
Now, your real memories are cleaned and fully accessible. All overcharging and diversion of 
information are cleared and reset to completely normal levels and functionality. 
 
035. CONSCIOUS MINDS - The conscious mind and all that it entails can have splits, hidden 
areas, compromised abilities, and altered states. 
 
Clear ALL of your Conscious Minds. 
 
You now have a clear state of mind that is whole and fully functional. You will be more alert 
and able to think more clearly, rationally, and intuitively. 



 
036. SUBCONSCIOUS MINDS - The subconscious mind is similar to a dual processing 
computer in which the second processor represents the subconscious. The subconscious may 
be the part that controls automatic function and dreams, but it can also take directives from 
the conscious mind and process that information in the background. The subconscious can 
influence you to take actions or to think in different ways. 
 
Scenario-wise, the subconscious harbors negative programming and can even act as if it is a 
different mind altogether. The subconscious can be easily influenced and it can take over the 
conscious mind. 
 
Clear ALL of your Subconscious Minds. 
 
Your subconscious will now be completely subordinate to your conscious mind, but it will also 
be able to perform those background processing tasks easily and efficiently. 
 
037. IDENTITIES - Are you fully aware of who you are as a person? We tend to use many 
descriptions of ourselves, such as saying our name, describing job titles, marital status, 
backgrounds and other aspects of our lives, but do you really know the whole you as a 
person. Some people reject things about themselves or they hide personality traits due to 
social and/or peer pressures, and there may even be parts of our personality that we have yet 
to discover. 
 
In order to start with a metaphorical clean-slate, it is best to clear out any aspect that is not a 
part of you and to clear out all concepts of who you are. Clear ALL Identities. 



 
Be secure in who you are and know that you can evolve yourself to become an extraordinary 
person. Who do you realistically want to be? It's up to you! 
 
038. JEALOUSIES – ENVIES - Jealousy is the emotional reaction to a perceived threat to a 
relationship or its quality. Envy is the discontent at the perceived superiority or good fortune of 
others. 
 
Although different, people typically use the term jealousy to describe envy. Both can be 
cleared in one step.  
 
Clear ALL Jealousies and ALL Envies. 
 
Now you can now choose to be comfortable with the wealth, possessions, and skills of other 
people. You can also be confident within your relationships with other people. Rational 
thinking is a much better process to analyze reality, and it will help you to gain your own 
wealth and secure relationships. 
 
039. ATTRACTIONS – REPULSIONS - Do you ever feel as if you attract negative things to 
you and repel those things you desire? Seemingly strings of bad luck, misfortune, and 
accidents can be triggered by mind scenarios. 
 
Clear ALL Attractions and ALL Repulsions. 
 



A cleared system can now be programmed to attract and repel in your best interest and 
benefit only! Practice affirming what you truly want in life and learn to set goals positively and 
then take action to move you forward. 
 
You can now attract and repel in your best interest and benefit only. 
 
040. JUSTICES – INJUSTICES - Payback is a bitch, baby! Are you still holding onto issues 
where you were wronged somehow and you still want justice? Do injustices in the world affect 
your moods? At least now you have a way to somewhat neutralize the anxiousness and other 
feelings about events you cannot change. 
 
Clear ALL Justices-Injustices. 
 
With the previous attraction and repulsion clearing step combined with this clearing, you will 
see justice happen with some past issues and full justice in all future events. 
 
041. TIME - Although time is simply a dimension of reality, we each hold our own concepts of 
time and how it affects our lives. Feeling out of time, short of time, and fast moving time are 
some scenarios that can build up causing dysfunctional use of time. It is these concepts that 
are good to clear. 
 
Clear ALL Time. 
 
This is like resetting your mental clock to the correct time. You can be efficient with your time 
so that you have more time to do the things you want. Your use of time is up to you. On 



average, we only get about 900+ months to live. Why not make the best of your time by living 
your passions and having fun? 
 
042. LOSSES, WASTES - We have all done these at one time or another -- lost someone or 
something or wasted something valuable. Some things are never recoverable and the 
emotions surrounding loss and waste can be very strong. 
 
Clear ALL Loses and ALL Wastes. 
 
With a little training on your own, you can now be more conscious of where you put things and 
keep them in your sphere of control. You will be more in tune with what constitutes waste and 
you will be able to adapt to efficiently conserve. 
 
043. MONIES-FINANCES - Concepts of money and finances are the biggest stress factors in 
relationships. We all have at least some negative programming regarding money and 
finances, so this will probably be big a big clearing for everyone. 
 
Clear ALL Monies-Finances. 
 
Now is the time to reprogram yourself to be wealthy and always have a healthy handling of all 
financial aspects of your life. You can be thrifty and enjoy spending in a healthy manner. With 
your evolving skills, you will be able to make easy money with your money. 
 
044. VOIDS - Voids are a way to describe areas, places and aspects of our systems that can 
be hidden, neutral, and even unknowable to your subconscious. 



 
Clear ALL Voids. Annihilate the contents while ejecting it all from your system. 
 
Retake all areas that are uniquely you and cancel all separations between areas by updating 
your personal shield to blow out separations. 
 
045. WINNINGS-LOSINGS - The losing here is about losing with regard to playing, such as 
with gambling or sports and even the game of life. 
 
Clear ALL Winnings and clear ALL Losings together. 
 
046. GODS-DEITIES-CREATORS - Regardless of your thoughts of this step, it is good to 
clear. This will neutralize any previous scenarios associated to this topic that stem from any 
part of your life. Most of us were force-fed religion as children and that tends to build up a 
multitude of mind scenarios. If you believe in a creator, be confident that this step will clear the 
scenarios in your mind only. Remember, the steps in this clearing are all about neutralizing 
only dysfunctional mind-movies. 
 
Clear ALL Gods, Deities, Creators. 
 
It is okay to be a creator in your life, if not the creator in your life and it truly is your birthright. 
You will now be able to recognize yourself as a true god-person and master over your life, and 
you can now recognize and respect the sovereignty of each individual to be the authority in 
their lives. Take full responsibility for your life. Create the life that YOU want! 
 



047. PERSONAL SPACE - You know what your personal space means to you.  Imagine that 
your personal space is invaded and overcrowded with things that don't belong.  Clear ALL 
Personal Space. 
 
Your personal space will remain clean and clear. 
 
048. REVENGES - If you've ever been attacked or just wronged, chances are that you want or 
have wanted revenge.  Clear ALL Revenges. 
 
You can now settle issues with other people in your mind, and any thoughts of revenge are 
completely gone. 
 
049. INTERRUPTIONS - Ever have one of those days were it seemed you were being 
constantly interrupted?  Clear ALL Interruptions. 
 
050. REJECTIONS - Most of us have been rejected in one way or another, either by people in 
general or even a love interest.  Clear out ALL Rejections of ALL types. 
 
Now, you can handle rejection easily. 
 
 
051. COMPETITIONS 
052. SUBLIMINALS 
053. GREED, GENEROSITIES 
054. RESENTMENTS 



055. AGREEMENTS, DISAGREEMENTS 
056. BEGINNINGS, ENDINGS 
057. PROGRESSIONS 
058. BIRTHS, BIRTHDAYS 
059. RESPONSIBILITIES 
060. RESPECTS, KINDNESSES 
 
061. PERFORMANCES 
062. PARENTINGS 
063. COMPENSATIONS 
064. CONFRONTATIONS 
065. INTIMIDATIONS 
066. APATHIES 
067. ADVERSITIES 
068. PATIENCE 
069. PERFECTIONS 
070. VALIDATIONS 
 
071. INTERESTS 
072. IMPULSES 
073. GIVINGS, RECEIVINGS 
074. FRIENDSHIPS 
075. SELVES 
076. ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
077. PEOPLE 



078. COMMITMENTS 
079. INTUITIONS 
080. PASTS, PRESENTS, FUTURES 
 
081. SCHOOLS 
082. RECUPERATIONS 
083. WEALTHS 
084. POVERTIES 
085. DEBTS 
086. DEBITS-CREDITS 
087. DEAD-ENDS 
088. IGNORES 
089. ACCIDENTS 
090. MURDERS 
 
091. SUICIDES 
092. WORK 
093. EMPLOYMENTS 
094. PLAY 
095. COSTS 
096. FREE 
097. FREEDOMS 
098. RESCUES 
099. STORES AND RESERVES 
100. LONELINESSES 



 
101. TOGETHERS 
102. PRIVACIES 
103. ADVICES 
104. COMMANDS 
105. RANDOMNS 
106. GRIEFS 
107. SUPPORTS 
108. MATRIXIES 
109. TIES 
110. EMPTINESSES 
 
111. FULLNESSES 
112. WASTELANDS / WARZONES 
113. CHILDREN 
114. PRIORITIES 
115. SYNCHRONICITIES 
116. PREGNANCIES 
117. TORTURES, PAINS 
118. UPBRINGINGS 
119. THE UNKNOWNS 
120. EMERGENCIES 
 
121. TRUSTS, LETTING GOES 
122. WOUNDS-INJURIES 



123. ABSORPTIONS 
124. SATURATIONS 
125. CHEATS 
126. AGINGS, OLD-AGES 
127. INTERPRETATIONS 
128. REMEMBERS-FORGETS 
129. DESOLATES 
130. LATES-BEHINDS 
 
131. EVILS 
132. FAMILY (clear every family member individually as they relate to you) 
133. FRIENDS (clear prominent friends, teachers or personal influences individually) 
134. MEMORY TIES, ANCHORS, MOORINGS 
135. ALL FROM THE MATRIX 
136. PREJUDICES-BIGOTRIES 
137. EXHAUSTIONS 
138. FAMILIARS 
139. UNCOVERINGS-DISPLAYS 
140. SLEEP 
 
141. STARTS-ENGAGES 
142. LEADS 
143. DREAMS 
144. DNA 
145. WORMHOLES, BLACKHOLES 



146. MECHANISMS 
147. PURCHASES-ACQUISITIONS 
148. ESCAPES 
149. HINTS, REALIZATIONS 
150. NUISANCES, BOTHERS 
 
151. PLACEMENTS 
152. FASCINATIONS 
153. NOTHINGS 
154. CLEAR ALL ALL 
155. IRRITATIONS 
156. POSTPONEMENTS 
157. REDIRECTIONS 
158. CORE INTIMACIES 
159. THE ONENESS 
160. HELPLESSES 
 
161. CHEMISTRIES-ATTRACTIONS 
162. SARCASMS 
163. STATURES 
164. BIRTHS THROUGH AGES 3 
165. AGES 4 THROUGH AGES 8 
166. AGES 9 THROUGH AGES 13 
167. AGES 14 THROUGH AGES 18 
168. AGES 19 THROUGH AGES 21 



169. AGES 22 THROUGH ADULTHOODS 
170. VICTIMS 
 
171. MEANNESSES-CRUELTIES 
172. DISARRAYS-MAYHEMS 
173. BOUNDS-TIES 
174. PROCESSES 
175. AFFECTS 
176. EFFECTS 
177. INVESTMENTS 
178. OBESITIES 
179. MALNOURISHES 
180. COLLECTIVE CONSCIOUSNESSES 
 
181. ATTACHMENTS, GRABBINGS, LATCHINGS 
182. ETERNAL YOUTHS 
183. SEASONS 
184. DISAPPOINTMENTS 
185. PROTECTIONS 
185. EXPOSURES 
186. POSSIBLES 
187. IMPOSSIBLES 
189. LONGINGS 
190. OPPRESSIONS 
 



191. MALES 
192. FEMALES 
193. LAYERS 
194. PERFECTIONS 
195. RESIDENT ENTITIES 
196. VISITING ENTITIES 
197. FROZENS 
198. LINKS 
199. DESOLATES 
200. ERRORS 
 
201. SUGGESTIONS 
202. CONVERSIONS 
203. ADDITIONS 
204. MULTIPLICATIONS 
205. SUBTRACTIONS 
206. DIVISIONS 
207. RIGHT PATHS 
208. WRONG PATHS 
209. CLAIMS 
210. ANNOYANCES 
 
211. HINDERS 
212. PUNISHMENTS 
213. HELPS-ASSISTS 



214. SECRETS 
215. LIBIDOS 
216. PSEUDOS 
217. COMPLAINTS 
218. INSUBORDINATES 
219. ACCUSES 
220. FAIR 
 
221. REGARDS-DISREGARDS 
222. SYNDROMES 
223. PENALTIES 
224. OBSERVATIONS 
225. OTHERS’ ENTITIES 
226. INDICATES 
227. YOU (how you relate to you and everything) 
228. POLITICS 
229. TRACE-RESIDUAL ENTITIES 
230. DRAMAS 
 
231. CURSES, INCANTATIONS, CHARMS, BLESSINGS, SPELLS 
232. RESIDENT BEINGS 
233. VISITING BEINGS 
234. RESIDUAL-LATENT BEINGS 
235. DARK ENERGIES-DARK MATTERS 
236. VAGUENESSES 



237. BODY MEMORIES 
238. GRUDGES 
239. NEW 
240. PAUSES-STOPS 
 
241. PRIMALS 
242. FEEDINGS INTO 
243. FILTERS 
244. NOSTALGIAS  
245. ELSES 
246. HEALINGS 
247. TRACE ENTITIES 
248. SELF-ENTITIES 
249. REMOTE ENTITIES 
250. REMOTE BEINGS 
 
251. ENEMIES 
252. ENEMIES (do each by name, including mythical ones as per your beliefs) 
253. PENDINGS 
254. POTENTIALS 
255. SYMPATHIES 
256. EMPATHIES 
257. SPECULATIONS 
258. AUTOMATICS 
259. IMPLANTS 



260. DIVERSIONS 
 
261. SUBSTITUTIONS, STAND-INS 
262. CONDITIONINGS 
263. DELAYS 
264. TRIGGERS, BUTTONS, INTERFACES 
265. TRIGGERINGS 
266. EXPECTATIONS  
267. CONCLUSIONS 
268. GUARANTEES 
269. WHATEVERS 
270. NEEDS-WANTS 
 
271. LIMBOS 
272. BEHAVIORS 
273. FANTASIES 
274. BEST INTERESTS AND BENEFITS 
275. LUSTS, CRAVINGS 
276. ZONES 
277. INFORMATION-DATA 
278. ADORNMENTS-APPARELS 
279. ALONES 
280. EXPENDABLES-DISCARDS 
 
281. SETBACKS-BACKFIRES 



282. COMPANIONS 
283. THREATS, DANGERS 
 
Reach me here: http://poweressence.com/  and  http://gregfolio.com/ 

http://poweressence.com/
http://gregfolio.com/

